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ABSTRACT: The author establishes an “Automobile Optimal Product Design Model” (AOPDM) as part of 

principle - based research aimed at the innovation of development design processes in the automotive industry. This 

model’s validity is verified with application to study on loosening mechanism of bolt-nut tightening and others as the 

auto-manufacturers’ bottleneck in the world automotive industries. In order to enable the high quality assurance and 

simultaneous achievement of QCD to satisfy the requirements of developing automobile product design, it is 

necessary to initiate the transition from the conventional prototype testing method to predictive evaluation method 

by the combination of various experiments and CAE. 

      Keywords: Automobile Optimal Product Design Model (AOPDM), bolt-nut loosening mechanism, automobile 

industries. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The technological challenge currently facing Japanese auto-manufactures is to enable the high 

quality assurance and simultaneous achievement of QCD (quality, cost and delivery) by innovating 

product design processes, in order for them to prevail in the worldwide quality competition. It is therefore, 

necessary to undertake principle - based research in design and development [1-3]. Concretely, the author 

has conducted actual application case studies and established an “Automobile Optimal Product Design 

Model” (AOPDM) by combination of various experiments and numerical simulation (computer aided 

engineering, CAE) with statistical science based on their findings [1, 4-10].  

In order to make the transition from the conventional prototype testing method to predictive 

evaluation method, this model contains four core models: (i) Total Intelligence CAE Management Model, 

(ii) Intelligence CAE System Approach Model, (iii) Highly Precise CAE Technology Element Model, and 

(iv) Highly Reliable CAE Analysis Approach Model. The author has succeeded in helping to overcome 

the current technological challenge through the unified application and systematic development of these 

core models for the innovation of product design in automotive industry.  

 The validity of this creative model was verified with application to study on bolt-nut loosening 

mechanism and others as the auto-manufacturers’ bottleneck in the world automotive industries [3, 10-19]. 

 

2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 

2.1. Automotive Product Design and Production 
In response to harsh competition, Japanese automotive enterprises have recently been promoting 

global production to realize uniform quality worldwide and production at optimal locations [5]. The 

mission of the automotive manufacturers in this rapidly changing management technology environment is 

to be fully prepared for worldwide quality competition so as not to be pushed out of the market, and also 

to establish a new management technology model that enables them to offer highly reliable products of 

the latest design that are capable of enhancing value for the customer.  

In terms of management technology for development and production processes, it is clear that there 

has been excessive repetition in prototyping, testing, and evaluation for the purpose of preventing the 

“scale-up effect” in the transitional stage between design / development and mass production. This has 
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resulted in unstable built-in quality assurance in the product design stage, as well as an increase in 

development times and cost. Therefore, it is now vital to reform conventional product design processes 

[20, 21]. This can be achieved by shifting from so-called “product design through actual product 

confirmation and improvement” to a process of predictive evaluation–oriented development through the 

effective use of the latest numerical simulation (CAE) [2, 4-7].  

Figure 1 shows the developments in the automotive product design process in Japan. In the past, 

model changes required approximately four years from development of product design to production. 

Once the design process was complete, problem detection and improvements were repeated mainly 

through the process of prototyping, testing, and evaluation. In some current automotive development 

processes, vehicle prototypes are not manufactured in the early stage of product design due to the 

utilization of CAE and simultaneous engineering (SE), resulting in a substantially shorter development 

periods. 

It is now possible to utilize CAE for comparative evaluation, rather than the conventional 

supplementary “observation” role during prototypes testing. This improvement means that CAE is now 

utilized to the same extent as prototype testing. The vehicle product design and production processes have 

been shortened to one year, and there has been a transition to a super short-term concurrent product design 

process based on the utilization of CAE and Solid CAD, allowing individual processes to progress 

simultaneously. This would be virtually impossible using the conventional repetitive testing of prototypes 

[5]. 

 

2.2. Problems When Applying CAE to Product Design Reform 
The author has identified problems that occur when applying CAE to design and development 

reform, and have summarized the main points in Figure 2 from the standpoint of the simultaneous 

achievement of QCD [4].  

It is clear that it is necessary to eradicate the tendency towards prototypes and experimental 

evaluation in favor of predictive evaluation based on CAE analysis. However, in order to achieve this, the 

gap between analysis data and experimental evaluation data (analysis error) must be reduced from over 10 

percent to 1-2 percent. Therefore, the author has conducted factorial analysis as shown in Figure 2 from 

the perspective of CAE technology for application, analysis, evaluation, and management [4, 7]. 

In order to realize the simultaneous achievement of QCD, it is necessary to enhance CAE analysis 

technology [4, 5, 22]. It is therefore important to determine the mechanisms behind the main technological 

problems, and accurately represent them with numerical calculations (simulation) as shown in the figure. 

Specifically, this means that it is vital to improve CAE analysis in order to more accurately and precisely 

reproduce the results of prototype testing [5, 6]. 

 

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF AN AUTOMOBILE OPTIMAL PRODUCT 

DESIGN MODEL FOR DEVELOPMENT DESIGN 

3.1. Automobile Optimal Product Design Model (AOPDM) 
In design and development for mass production, it is important to eradicate the repetitive trial-and-

error testing of prototypes, and renovates low-productivity processes by introducing the latest CAE 

technology. In order to achieve this, the relevant departments must strategically cooperate to accumulate 

the necessary know-how [4, 6, 23]. 

Therefore, the author has constructed the “Automobile Optimal Product Design Model” (AOPDM) 

for the advanced product design in auto-manufacturers and other manufactures as shown in Figure 3 as a 

way of overcoming pressing bottleneck problems in development design [4, 6, 8, 24]. As the figure shows, 

technical issues that must be resolved by development design departments include development design 

process evolution, high accuracy of the prediction and control, computerization of business processes, and 

optimization of development design specifications.  

In terms of a methodology for resolving these issues, the author has created four core models: the 

Stratified Intelligence CAE Management Model, Integrated Intelligence CAE System Approach Model, 

Highly Precise CAE Technology Element Model, and Highly Reliable CAE Analysis Approach Model. 

The organically integrated and intelligent application of these four models is essential. An overview of 

each is given below. 
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3.2. Stratified Intelligence CAE Management Model 
The aim of the Stratified Intelligent CAE Management Model has created by the author is to enable 

intelligent CAE analysis as an idea generation support tool, and achieve highly-accurate CAE analysis 

equivalent to prototype testing results as shown in Figure 4 [6]. Generally, at the design and development 

stage, there is a gap (discrepancy) between prototype evaluation results and CAE analysis results [4, 25].  

It has become evident that some manufacturers are not fully confident in CAE results, and prefer to 

conduct survey tests with actual vehicles rather than CAE analysis at Step I on the bottom layer of this 

figure. This means that the application ratio of CAE is low at 25%, compared to the 75% application ratio 

of actual vehicle evaluation. Even among leading corporations, CAE analysis at Step II is limited to 

relative evaluation, and the application ratio of CAE is 50%, about the same as for actual vehicle 

evaluation. This is far from sufficient.  

In order to break through this problem, the author has utilized visualization technology and 

statistical science in order to clarify the mechanisms involved, and focused their attention on the results of 

research that contributes to improving the accuracy of CAE analysis. Then, in Step III, the authors 

identified the causal relationships involved in bottleneck problems to create a generalized model, thereby 

enabling absolute evaluation.  

As a result, it was confirmed that the accuracy of CAE analysis had improved and the CAE 

application ratio had increased to 75%. In Step IV, the CAE analysis technology derived from Steps I to 

III was incorporated, taking into consideration the influential factors and contribution ratio needed for a 

robust optimal CAE design capable of producing accurate results equivalent to actual vehicle evaluation. 

Thus, the accuracy of prediction and control was enhanced, demonstrating a remarkable increase in the 

ratio of CAE application to 100%. Solving similar problems in this way has made it possible to conduct 

design and development and related evaluation based on the results of CAE analysis.  

This means that the evaluation of actual vehicles is now used to verify results, a role previously 

fulfilled by CAE analysis. As shown in the figure, the author has demonstrated the effectiveness of 

consistently applying statistical science at every step of CAE analysis [2, 6, 9, 26]. The author therefore 

strongly recommend the utilization of SQC technical methods, effectively incorporating tools such as Q7 

(Seven QC tools), N7 (New seven QC tools), RE (Reliability Engineering), MA (Multivariate Analysis), 

DOE (Design of Experiment), and other statistical science methods. 

 

3.3. Integrated Intelligence CAE System Approach Model 
Skilled CAE engineers are not generally experts in all the fields of the elemental technologies, but 

they understand their characteristics and interactions as “implicit knowledge” (rule of thumb, empirical 

knowledge), and are thus able to obtain favorable interactions and consequently the desired results by 

selecting and combining these technologies [27]. The formulation of such “implicit knowledge” confined 

to the personal know-how of the engineers is an indispensable step in refining CAE as a problem solving 

method.  

Therefore, the author has created the Integrated Intelligence CAE System Approach Model aimed at 

the development and intelligent operation of highly-reliable CAE software that generalizes these design 

and development behavior patterns and applies the aforementioned the Integrated Intelligence CAE 

System Approach Model as shown in Figure 5 [6]. For example, in the case of the ongoing problems with 

market claims concerning functional failures, the causes must be established by clarifying the relevant 

technological problems, with market claims concerning functional failures, the causes must be established 

by clarifying the relevant technological problems, such as why the failures occur and what kind of 

mechanisms are involved. 

In order to do this, (A) the actual vehicle must be evaluated to visualize the dynamic behavior of the 

problems. Next, it is important to cooperatively share the knowledge and know-how of internal and 

external specialists in order to (B) thoroughly investigate the cause and effect relationships to clarify the 

mechanisms involved in the failure, utilizing the latest SQC methods. The consistent application of N7, 

RE, MA, and DOE is highly recommended in order to ensure accurate failure analysis and factorial 

analysis. Any latent factors that may have previously been overlooked must be discovered at this stage, 

and theoretical thought processes applied to estimate the mechanisms.  

Then, it is necessary to (C) consolidate the findings and incorporate computer graphics (CG) to 

rationally reproduce the failure by visualizing the moment that the failure occurs (dynamic behavior) 

during testing. The author then has created the use of CAE, CG, and navigation software (CAE-CG-NS) 

to model the problem on a qualitative level. During this CAE-CG-NS modeling stage for the highly-

reliable CAE analysis, it is vital to conduct intelligent testing in order to properly model the cause and 
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effect relationships involved in the unknown mechanisms. Through the use of CAE-CG-NS, it is 

extremely important to obtain new findings that can help to reduce the discrepancy (gap) in absolute 

values resulting from a combination of experiments and CAE analysis. 

Furthermore, (D) at the stage of developing highly-reliable CAE analysis, accurate testing must be 

conducted in order to make the implicit knowledge of the mechanisms sufficiently explicit. It is necessary 

to consolidate the many findings obtained from these intelligent work processes and highly-reliable 

numerical simulation (quantitative modeling) to enable prediction and control through absolute values 

and, finally (E) validate the results through actual tests. For decentralized organizations and business 

processes, collective partnering through team activities (◎: main,○: sub, △: support) is indispensable 

among the specialists involved in design, testing, CAE analysis, CAE software development, and SQC 

throughout the process stages from (A) to (E) indicated in the Figure 5. 

                               

3.4. Highly Precise CAE Technology Element Model 
Based on the above findings, the author has created the Highly Precise CAE Technology Element 

Model required for CAE analysis software in order to achieve highly-reliable CAE analysis as shown in 

Figure 6 [4, 5].  

This model illustrates the techniques belonging to the domains of (1) Problem setting, (2) Modeling, 

(3) Algorithm, (4) Theory, and (5) Computer (calculation technology). These techniques are being used 

for the purpose of realizing the systemization or formulation of working level problems, development of 

the kind of algorithms which utilize calculation resources more efficiently, logical analysis of the 

algorithms, and improvement in hardware and software technology for accelerating the calculation speed.  

In Figure 6, the process of CAE first starts with (1) “Problem”－Setting of problems to be solved, 

as well as (2) “Model”－Modeling of these problems as some type of mathematical formula. In CAE, 

when using calculators as a means to analyze the model, such a means of analysis needs to be provided in 

the form of a calculation procedure, namely, (3) Algorithms－ So that the software can perform 

calculation. (4) “Theory”－The validity, applicable range, and performance or expected precision of such 

algorithms themselves can be deduced from some kind of theory. (5) “Computer”－Needless to say, the 

technology related to the computer itself functioning as “hardware” to realize the algorithms, is 

undoubtedly a factor having a large effect on the success of CAE.  

Moreover, from the viewpoint of achieving highly-reliable CAE analysis, the author illustrates the 

“Intelligence CAE software creation requirements” described in Figure 6 as follows (illustration: 

Knowhow linkage-cycle with reciprocal action from (i) to (iv)) [5]; linkage-cycle (i) Modelling 

visualization, (ii) Simulation (:Structural analysis, collision analysis, fluid analysis, chemical process 

analysis, etc.), (iii) Optimization tool, (iv) statistical analyses, (v) knowledge base (groupware weblog, 

etc.).   

Success in Highly Precise CAE Technology Model depends on the “collective strengths” of the 

elemental technologies. Skilled CAE engineers are not experts in all the fields of the elemental 

technologies, but they understand their characteristics and interactions as “implicit knowledge” and thus 

conduct selection and combination to obtain favorable interactions and consequently the desired results.  

The formulation of such “implicit knowledge” confined to the personal know-how of the engineers 

is an indispensable step to be taken for sophistication of CAE as a problem solving method and therefore 

it is positioned as a major theme in author’s work [6, 7, 22, 28, 29]. 

  

3.5. Highly Reliable CAE Analysis Approach Model 
Furthermore, in addition, the author has created the Highly-Reliable CAE Analysis Approach 

Model as shown in Figure 7, which incorporates numerical simulation and statistical science methods, in 

order to aid the intelligent operation of CAE analysis [24]. The aim of this model was to incorporate 

statistical science to accurately determine the degree of influence of the technological elements required 

for design and development (principal design factors), which are vital for solving technological problems, 

and to provide approximate solutions such as factorial analysis, identification, control, and mechanism 

analysis, thereby enabling accurate structural modeling [30-32].  

This methodology is designed to conduct CAE analysis through the use of three case methods (I, II, 

and III) to find the solutions to various problems related to development and designing.  

(I) Cases where design specification factors are identifiable through proper technology. Case 

Method (I) is a CAE analysis system approach method which utilizes statistical science focusing on 

“variation factor analysis” to make effective use of unique technologies. This case is generally 
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implemented as a simplified model that contributes to the supplementary “survey” used for the 

prototyping and experimenting processes. 

(II) Cases where design specification factors are not clarified. Case Method (II) is a “relation 

between CAE and statistical science” approach in the case where the mechanism of the problem that 

occurs can be surmised to a certain extent through the use of unique technology. In the cases of univariate 

actual machine experiments, such design factor effects are often not identified with high precision, so it is 

realistic to conduct curve fitting by means of a neural network (NN) so as to reduce the deviance between 

the actual machine results and those of the CAE analysis.  

(III) Cases where the mechanism of technical problems is unclear. Case Method (III) proposes using 

a “relation between CAE and statistical science” approach in the case where the “mechanism of 

technological problems”, the issue the development designers are most    interested in, is not very well 

understood. This is done with a view to reflecting it specifically in actual business processes through the 

means of research and verification. 

In order to ensure the effective deployment of this model, the authors advocate the utilization of 

mountain-climbing for problem-solving such as “SQC Technical Methods” (N7, RE, SQC, MA and DOE), 

the core principles of “Science SQC, new quality control principle” established by the author [26]. 

 

4. APPLICATION TO STUDY ON BOLT-NUT LOOSENING 

MECHANISMS 

4.1. Creation of a Highly-Accurate CAE Analysis Approach Model  
The number of bolts-nuts exceeds 3000 in an automobile. For many years, about 15% of 

automobiles’ quality recall is the looseness of bolt-nut tightening around powertrain system (MLIT, 2005). 

In this section, therefore, the author has created a Highly-Accurate CAE Analysis Approach Model to 

explain undiscovered technological mechanisms [10-17, 19, 33, 34]. 

This created CAE model is no gap between its results and the results of actual machine tests 

(experiments), allows the realization of intelligent development design to the creation of drawings in 

manufacturing design described in Steps 1 through 5 utilizing the Mountain-Climbing for Problem-

Solving Methods as shown in Figure 8 [26]. 

 

(1) Experiments - Actual machine testing (Step 1)  

In order to visualize the loosening mechanism of the bolt-nut tightening, it is necessary to make 

clear the dynamic behavior that accompanies occurrence of the problem as follows;  

The aim of Step 1-1 is to catch the fundamentals of actual bolt-nut tightening, and Step 1-2 is to 

verify the loosening mechanism of the bolts-nut tightening.  

 

(2) Modeling - Highly accurate simulation (Step 2)  

In Step 2, to draw the information obtained in Steps 1, the author lists the specific components 

which make up this modelling as follows; The aim of Step 2-1 is to develop the intelligent CAE software 

by Finite Element Method (FEM), and Step 2-2 is to create of the Bolt-Nut Tightening Simulator for the 

optimization of highly accurate CAE analysis and comprehensive manner.  

 

(3) 2-D and 3-D analysis - CAE based on actual machine testing (Step 3) 

In Step 3, to perform a highly accurate numerical simulation, the author develops the combination 

of 2-D and 3-D in Step 3-1 and 3-2 based on the investigation gained in Step 2, and articulates implicit 

knowledge about the bolt-nut loosening mechanism integrated on a qualitative level where the 

visualization produced through actual testing can be reproduced.  

 

 (4) Optimization - Prediction and evaluation (Step 4) 

In Step 4, the author conducts a highly reliable numerical simulation that enables the absolute 

values. Step 4-1 focuses on visualization of internal stress distribution of bolt-nut tightening by 

combination of actual tests and CAE analysis using photoelastic experiment. Furthermore, Step 4-2 

develops the CAE analysis by comparing results of numbers of vibration cycles of axial force reduction 

between prototype testing and CAE analysis. 

 

(5) Verification – Loosening and prevention (Step 5) 

Finally, Step 5-1 illustrates the actual 3-D vibration testing to observe the actual moment of 

loosening behavior of bolt-nut using a visualization device. In Step 5-2, furthermore, the author creates 
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the new design nut having high cost performance which gave priority to mass-productivity by employing 

“Rational bolt-nut loosening improvement technology”, and verifies the validity of developing AOPDM. 

 

4.2. Example applications of AOPDM 
4.2.1. Experiments–Actual machine testing (Step 1) 
(1) Fundamentals of actual bolt-nut tightening experiments (Step 1-1) 

The test piece is a M12 x 1.25 9T hexagon bolt and nut with flange that is often used to tighten parts 

of power-train system in automotive applications, and an experiment are conducted in order to confirm an 

important parameter of the friction coefficient based on the dynamic behavior of “angle * torque * axial 

force” of (a) the threaded portion and (b) nut bearing surface as shown in Figure 9.  

Figure 10 below showed the relationship between angle and torque for 60KN of tensile force as 

well as compression load. In Figure 10(a), the friction coefficient of (a) the threaded portion is measured 

using a 2-axial fatigue testing machine, which is capable of applying axial force and twist force at the 

same time. The bolt head was pulled with the force of 20kN, 40kN and 60kN, conducting the experiment 

for each tensile force five times in total, while torque and axial force were measured. In Figure 10(b), the 

friction measurement for coefficient of (b) the flange (bearing) surface was similarly conducted using the 

2-axial fatigue testing machine, applying a compression load of 20kN, 40kN and 60kN onto the substrate 

while rotating the nut so as to confirm the torque and axial force.  

Based on the results of the friction coefficient measurement of (a) the threaded portion and (b) the 

nut bearing surface, torque and axial force were obtained. Applying theoretical equations to these 

experiment results, the friction coefficients were calculated.  

When calculating the friction coefficient of the threaded portion, μｓ, equation (1) below was used. 

Also, the friction coefficient of the nut bearing surface μｗ was calculated using equation (2) [35, 36]. 

The bolt and nut dimensions necessary for calculation of these coefficients were given in Table 1. 

 

 

    
 

 

Where: 

s : The friction coefficient of the threaded portion  

sT :  The torque of the threaded portion,  

2d : Pitch diameter, F : Axial force, β: Lead angle,  : Thread angle, 

w : The friction coefficient of the nut bearing surface, wT : The torque of the nut bearing surface,  

wd : The equivalent diameter of torque on nut bearing surfaces 
 

The dimensions of the bolt are actually measured here, and the bolt and nut (units) are in 

millimeters. However, pitch and other dimensions that are difficult to measure are taken from the ISO 

standard (ISO 4161/15071/5072/10663, 1999). Using equations and dimensions such as those mentioned 

above, the friction coefficient of the threaded portion and bearing surface was then calculated. As an 

example, the friction coefficients of the threaded portion and bearing surface when the tensile force and 

compression load in axial direction were both 60kN at the angle of 40°are shown in Table 2. Using these 

calculated friction coefficients, bolt tightening simulation was conducted and the relationship between 

simulative axial force and torque was confirmed. 

 

(2)  Loosening mechanisms of bolts-nut tightening (Step 1-2) 

An external force was added in the bolt-nut vibration test to gauge changes to axial force, which 

was the bolt-nut tightening force, and in the stress distribution of the nut bearing surface and contacted 

surface of the base material as shown in Figure 11and 12 (Test-A and Test-B). Here, oscillation amplitude 

was applied to the bolt-nut joint, and the reduction in axial force of the joint and stress distribution at the 

nut bearing surface were measured by using the strain gauge equipped test bolt and the nut bearing surface 

pressure sheets for measuring the stress distribution.  
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The stress distribution is measured at the bolt and nut bearing surfaces using pressure sheets with 

20kN, 35kN and 50kN at oscillation load of ±40%, ±60% and ±90% (±1.8kN, ±2.8kN and ±4.0kN) of the 

measured static release load (fall-off load of axial force) that pith of threads (hereinafter referred to as the 

pitch) is 1.25mm, respectively. Here, the author visualizes the looseness behavior of bolt-nut tightening by 

using “Infrared camera.” An example of Test-A showed the transition of bolt-nut load with the initial 

applied bolt-nut load of 20kN of external stress in a normal direction. Each measurement result was 

plotted with the bolt-nut load on the vertical axis, and the sampling number (5Hz) at ±1.8kN and ±2.8kN 

of oscillation load as the repetition number of times. In Test-A, rotation looseness of nut-tightening was 

confirmed at a stage of the beginning. 

In same way, an example of Test-B showed the transition of nut-displacement with the bolt-nut load 

control of 50KN of external stress in a normal direction using load control by increasing load employing 

tensile load jig. The looseness of nut-tightening was confirmed at a stage after 4.4kN of the bolt-nut 

tightening load shown in Figure 12. 

Next, the author checks the loosening mechanism of bolts-nut tightening in detail by the following 

tests (Test-C, -D and -E). An example of Test-C shows the comparison of flange surface stress 

distribution as the bolt and nut with the initial applied bolt-nut load of 20kN of external low-stress in a 

normal direction, and the sampling number (5Hz) at ±1.8kN and ±2.8kN of oscillation load on the vertical 

axis vibration as shown in Figure 13. 

In Figure 13(a), the flange (bearing) surface stress distribution of bolt was the uniform stress all-

around the base material named substrate by using coloring type pressure gauge. In Figure 13(b), the 

bearing surface stress distribution of nut was the un-uniform stress all-around the base metal. The contact 

of around “b” surface area with "Nut-flange bearing surface and base material" showed the high-stress 

distribution under the influence of strong contact of spiral lead angle. Therefore, (as shown in the above-

mentioned Figure 11 and 12), the author checked by “Infrared camera” that nut-looseness occurs. As these 

acquired knowledge above, the looseness of bolt-flange surface was not checked. 

Next, an example of Test-D showed the relation between pitch diameter and nut bearing surface 

stress with initial axial forth of bolt-nut load 35kN of external stress. When the pitch was long, the lead 

angle grew big, and nut bearing surface stress became high value. In an example of pitch diameter 

“0.50mm” on the vertical axis vibration, initial axis forth was decreasing rapidly, and this example’s 

reduction rate was 12.5% as shown in Figure 14. 

From the knowledge of the above “Test-A, -B, -C and -D”, in addition, the author researched the 

relation between pitch diameter and axial force reduction rate with the initial axial forth of bolt-nut load of 

35kN of external stress as shown in Figure 15 (Test-E). As the looseness of bolt-nut tightening, an 

example of Test-E showed comparison of axial force reduction rate between vertical axis vibration and 

horizontal axis vibration. As the axial force reduction rate, in Figure 15, the test condition of vertical axis 

vibration was clearly larger than the test condition of horizontal axis vibration. 

 

4.2.2. Modeling–Highly accurate simulation (Step 2) 
(1) Intelligent CAE software by Finite Element Method (Step 2-1) 

The main issues in creating CAE software are grasping the actual state of contact between the 

threaded portion and grooves, and the friction coefficient of threaded portion and nut bearing surface 

based on the bolt and nut measurements (Table 1) and friction coefficients (Table 2). For structural 

analysis to function properly, there are two minimum requirements.  

These are necessary to simulate the dynamic behavior of angle, torque, and axial force for both the 

threaded portion and nut bearing surface during bolt-nut tightening. They require the contact between the 

threaded portion and groove as well as contact between the threaded portion and bearing surface. These 

should be done on the basis of elastic static analysis and elastic dynamic analysis results, calculated using 

the Finite Element Method (FEM). 

 

(2) Creation of the Bolt-Nut Tightening Simulator (Step 2-2) 

Then, the author creates a Bolt-Nut Tightening Simulator utilizing Highly Precise CAE Technology 

Element Model as shown in Figure 16 as follows;  

(i) Relevant issues for conducting numerical simulation of physical chemical phenomena contain (1) the 

relationship between axial force and torque, (2) the dynamic friction coefficient and static friction 

coefficient and (3) the contact surface pressure on the threaded portion and nut bearing surface. (ii) 

Structuring models for solving these issues contain (1) the dynamic elemental model, (2) the elastic-

plastic model, (3) the contact model and (4) the material component rule model. (iii) the useful algorithms 
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contain (1) the finite element method and (2) the dynamic analysis method. (iv) the Suitable theoretical 

equations contain (1) structural mechanics and (2) equation of equilibrium. (v) Creative solutions for 

ensuring precision and realistic time calculation contain (1) the temporal integration method, (2) the 

matrix function, (3) the penalty method and (4) the Normal Lagrange Multiplier Method [37, 38].  

To facilitate highly precise CAE analysis, the author has developed the bolt-nut tightening technical 

element model in order to allow accurate reproduction of actual machine tests. This model addresses the 

bolt-nut loosening mechanism through steps (i) to (v) below. 

 

i. Problem－The author assessed the phenomenon by means of actual machine tests employing 

the Second Law of Thermodynamics, interpreting temperature changes detected using high 

speed camera and infrared camera as stress changes. 

ii. Modeling－To convert the entire nut being targeted in numerical analysis into a model that can 

work with CAE analysis, the author broke it down into elements and modeled the elements’ 

material constitutive principle (component rule) model as an equation. 

iii. Algorithms－The author synchronized important algorithms where the effects of external force 

were observed and eliminated gaps with actual machine tests so that the accuracy of FEM 

analysis and Nonlinear Analysis (Newton-Rraphson Method) increase. 

iv. Theory－Since the validity, application scope, and performance of the algorithms themselves can be 

derived from theory, the author calculated coefficients of friction using experimental values and a 

theoretical equation which vary with temperature, accurately by holding the temperature constant 

using visualization technology.  

v. Computer－The author changed from the penalty method to the Augmented Lagrange 

Algorithm to enhance the engagement precision of the bolt and nut, which is characterized by 

numerical stability and a tendency to converge on solutions. 

 

4.2.3. 2-D and 3-D analysis– CAE based on actual tests (Step 3)  
(1)  Simulation effects for the bolt-nut tightening (Step 3-1) 

First, the author utilizes the axis symmetry 2-D model (using FEM) for contact surface of bolt-nut 

tightening using Bolt-Nut Tightening Simulator as shown in Figure 17. Regarding the analysis parameters, 

axial force is applied to part of the upper substrate and bolt bounded from all directions in the same way 

as it is applied to part of the bolt head and lower substrate. Concretely, the friction coefficient was 

calculated by conducting experiments on parts of the contact bearing surfaces and the contact surface of 

the threaded portions. 

Second, the author utilizes 3-D model (using FEM) simulating the helical structure of the threaded 

portion as shown in Figure 18(a) and (b). In the diagrams, the analysis process involves the following 

steps: ① Place parts to be clamped using 2 substrates between the bolt and nut, ② Apply axial force to 

the bolt and nut determine the distribution of stress during contact, ③ Fix the edge of the lower substrate 

and apply upward perpendicular force (axial force) to the upper substrate, and ④ Determine the pressure 

on the contact nut bearing surface. 

The results of 3-D analysis showed the examples of stress distribution of the nut surface and nut 

bearing surface in contact with lower substrate in the initial axial force of load 25kN and 35kN of external 

stress as shown in Figures 19. The diagrams of Mises stress shown in Figure 19(a) showed the stress 

distribution of the nut surface in contact with lower substrate.   In Figure 19(a), the stress value of initial 

axial forth of load 35kN was a little bigger than the stress value of initial axial forth of load 25kN. In same 

way, Figure 19(b) showed the stress distribution of the nut bearing surface in contact with lower substrate. 

In Figure 19(b), the stress value of initial axial forth of load 35kN was much bigger than the stress value 

of initial axial forth of load 25kN. 

Then, the author illustrates the comparison results of experiment and 3-D analysis through the 

relationship between torque and axial force of bolt-nut tightening as shown in Figure 20. The results of 

experiment were represented by the dotted line (experiment results), and the results of the numerical 

simulation by CAE were represented by the solid line (CAE results). This diagram showed that the results 

of the CAE analysis closely match the results of the experiment.  
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(2) Highly precise analyses of the bolt-nut loosening mechanism (Step 3-2) 

Figures 21 showed the results of the 2-D analyses conducted as a stepping stone to conducting the 

3-D analysis. The following stress distribution diagram indicated the presence of higher stress in the inner 

portion of the nut as well as in the base material. Because the purpose of the axially symmetrical 2-D 

model was to understand the boundary conditions, model integrity, surfaces will be discussed in the 3-D 

model with stress values increasing as the colors change. 

Furthermore, the author will discuss the 3-D analysis results at the bolt-nut bearing surface when an 

axial force of 20kN was applied to the bolted joint along with the sampling number (5Hz) at ±1.8kN of 

oscillation load applied to the base material on the oscillation side (vertical axis vibration). Figure 22 

shows the change in stress distribution at the nut bearing surface due to oscillation load. High stress was 

observed at the nut bearing surface, particularly at the inner portion (starting point and the end point) of 

the helix structure (Figure 22①).  

This is similar to the observation made during the tightening analysis discussed earlier. Also, it is 

evident that the outer part of the nut bearing surfaces experience less stress (Figure 22②,③,④). This 

result indicates that a reduction in contact force at the nut bearing surface of the area closer to the outer 

edge of a nut leads to slippage at the bearing surface when a bolt's axial force reduces with externally 

applied force. 

Here, the author will compare the stress distribution of nut bearing surfaces during the vibration test 

and the stress distribution of nut bearing surfaces from the 2-D and 3-D analyses. The stress at the nut 

bearing surface was higher in the area closer to the nut helix, and showed a stress distribution similar to 

the CAE simulation result. Although there are differences in the values that can be attributed to the 

distortion in the base materials, wear and roughness of the contact surfaces, the simulation was successful 

in reproducing similar stress values and stress distribution changes.  

Therefore, by conducting CAE analysis according to the Highly-Accurate CAE Analysis Approach 

Model created in this subsection 4.2.4, the author was able to show the effectiveness of the approach by 

reproducing an actual phenomenon. It is also plausible that this model can contribute to bolt loosening and 

bolt fracture analysis by understanding the changes in stress distribution at the nut bearing surfaces. 

The 3-D analysis procedure is conducted in the next step. First, the two bolted workpieces are 

placed between the bolt and the nut using pitch 0.50 mm and 1.75 mm. The author will discuss the 3-D 

analysis results at the bolt bearing surface when an axial force of 35kN was applied to the bolted joint 

along with ±1.8kN of oscillation load applied to the base materials on the oscillation side (vertical axis 

vibration). Axial force is applied to the bolt (securing the edge of the lower substrate) and perpendicular to 

the upper substrate. Finally, the analysis looks at the pressure on the contact surface between the bolt-nut 

bearing surface and the base materials (lower substrate and upper substrate, and between the bolt threads 

and the nut). 

Figure 23 showed a lack of uniformity in terms of nut bearing surface response (stress distribution) 

and a localized strong response where the nut thread structure begins. In looking at the differences 

between the two pitch values, the response distribution was more concentrated around the initial thread 

structure on the bolt with the longer pitch (1.75 mm) with stress values increasing as the colors change 

from blue to red. 

These results suggested that differences in pitch also lead to differences in non-uniformity on nut 

bearing surfaces and a more pronounced gap between areas of strong and weak response. In terms of new 

information, the 3-D analysis revealed that the length of bolt and nut pitch impacts the reduction in 

contact force on contact surfaces.  

Comparing the axial force reduction behavior measurements obtained through actual testing and 

those obtained through CAE analysis verified the precision of the CAE analysis results. Figure 24 

compares the results of actual testing and CAE analysis for the bolt and nut with 1.75 mm pitch under 

initial axial forth of 35 kN. The dashed line shows a margin of error of 3%, indicating that a high quality 

CAE analysis was achieved. Similar results were achieved for the 0.50 mm-pitch diameter bolt and nut as 

well. 

 

4.2.4. Optimization–Prediction and evaluation (Step 4) 
(1) Loosening mechanisms by actual test and CAE analysis (Step 4-1) 

Generally, internal stress distribution of screw engagement part made of the metal can't be measured. 

In actual test of Step 4-1, the author measured the stress distribution of bolt-nut tightening made from 

polycarbonate by interference fringes employing photoelastic experimental device shown in Figure 25(a). 

In 3-D analysis, furthermore, the author reproduced the result of photo-elastic experiment in highly-
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accurate CAE analysis as the internal stress distribution of bolt-nut tightening made from SCM435 shown 

in Figure 25(b). 

In Figure 25(a), the author chose polycarbonate from the following reasons; the (i) characteristic of 

polycarbonate had 1/20 intensity of SCM435, (ii) stress-strain curve of these two materials (SCM435 and 

polycarbonate) are similar in shape, (iii) cutting processing of polycarbonate is good, and (iv) highly 

transparent polycarbonate which can visualize internal stress distribution by having the isotropic 

homogeneity and property of causing the birefringence. To make a photoelastic experiment succeed, the 

author implemented (v) annealing treatment for removal of residual strain and (vi) aniline solution of the 

same refractive index as the polycarbonate, and (vii) glass containers not having the properties of optical 

birefringence.  

In Figure 25(b), the author showed the stress distribution of bearing surface of ① nut and ② base 

material, and focuses on the ③internal stress distribution of bolt-nut tightening (cross-section) by 3-D 

analysis with  initial axial forth load 35kN (Pitch: 1.25mm). From Figure 25(b)-③, the author has 

checked the transitions of internal stress distribution of bolt-nut tightening. Particularly, the author caught 

the existence of great stress on the 1st thread of engagement between the bolt and nut in detail. 

Furthermore, the author understood the state of change of internal stress distribution with sufficient 

accuracy through CAE analysis as the difference of initial axial forth load (20kN, 35kN and 50kN) of 

external stress, the difference of pitches (0.5mm, 1.25mm and 1.75mm), etc. 

 

(2)  CAE analysis based on automobile prototype testing (Step 4-2) 

In Step 4-2, the author implemented highly-accurate CAE analysis with no error (gap) compared to 

tests for ensure the optimization of prediction and evaluation of bolt-nut loosening mechanism. As the 

prototype testing and CAE analysis, Figure 26 showed a case of “Comparing the results of of numbers 

vibration cycles of actual force reduction” between prototype testing and CAE analysis. The author chose 

M12 9T flanged hexagonal bolts and nuts with three pitches (0.50mm, 1.25mm, 1.75mm) for automobile 

prototype testing using rear suspension arm with mount rubber-bush as follows; 

① Accelerated test using 3-D vibration testing machine 

Concerning the equipment used in bolt-nut looseness tests, the author reproduced a working chassis 

designed to simulate prototype (bench) testing of a typical actual vehicle. These bolt-nut tightening with 

the mount and suspension were the automotive parts most prone to loosening. The author combined these 

parts to conduct tests using 3-D vibration.  

In accelerated tests, it is possible to trigger a failure in a shorter amount of time (smaller number of 

vibration cycles) than usual by applying a large-stress amplitude. A typical accelerated stress procedure 

consisted of creating an S-N curve based on the results of past tests conducted by the Amasaka-

Laboratory, and then using Miner’s rule to calculate the acceleration coefficient “4.4” employing test 

condition in Figure 26.   

② Result of axial force reduction by prototype testing and CAE analysis 

 1
st
, the author illustrated the overview of 2-D model and stress distribution of 2-D analysis with stress 

values increasing as the colors change from blue to red. 2
nd

, the author showed a typical result of 

prototype testing and 3-D analysis from the dual standpoints of time sequence and accuracy. As in the 

time sequence comparison in Figure 26, axial force is shown on the vertical axis, and number of 3-D 

vibration cycles on the horizontal axis. 

③Actual machine test results are shown in blue, and CAE values in green. This figure reveals that the 

author achieved an analysis with a good level of accuracy in terms of both the timing at which the bolt-nut 

loosened and in the extent of the decline in axial force. Furthermore, to verify accuracy, the author 

confirmed that the broken circle delineates an error (gap) of 3% around the both test values of axial forth 

reduction “4.4kN” line in Figure 26. 

 

4.2.5. Verification–Loosening and prevention (Step 5) 
(1) Actual 3-D vibration testing based on actual vehicle test (Step 5-1) 

In Step 5-1, the author conducts 3-D oscillating experiment and CAE analysis. In order to clarify the 

loosening movement of bolt-nut joint, the author gave oscillating load to the bolting part for the vibration 

under actual market running with four kinds of combination of the flat road, winding road, intense gravel 

road of ups and downs, and intense bad road of ups and downs in the Japan National Route 16 over Tokyo 

and Kanagawa-Prefecture.  

Figure 27 illustrated an example of actual 3-D vibration testing using actual vehicle test and CAE 

analysis as follows; 
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i. Figure 27(a) shows an example of actual vehicle vibration test using “Intense gravel road” based on 

“Oscillatory movement of rear suspension arm with shock absorber of Toyota Prius.” In 

acceleration data of Figure 27(a), each of X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis show front-back direction, left-

right direction and up-down direction using wireless vibration recorder. 

ii. Figure 27(b) shows an equipment of bolt-nut tightening using actual 3-D vibration system based on 

actual vehicle test in Figure 27(a). This 3-D vibration system contains ①“Step up vibration test” 

named “Incremental vibration method, 0G→1G→3G→5G” and ②“Rating vibration test” 

(Frequency: 3.3Hz, Acceleration: Max 5G, Exciting force: 4.9kN) and others. 

iii. In Figure 27(c), the author shows an example of looseness of bolt-nut tightening by “Step up 

vibration test” increasing 0.5G per 30 seconds about "the acceleration of each axis of x, y and z. 

Figure 27(c) expresses the movement of looseness of bolt-nut tightening as the relation between 

“Bolt-nut axial force and Time” in initial tightening torque 40N-m by using High-speed camera as 

the visualization technology. From transition of bolt-nut axial force, in this example, in Stage 0→➀

→➁→➂, initial loosening occurred in 1 minute after vibration beginning of stage ➀, and complete 

loosening of bolt-nut has occurred 5 minutes after stage ➂. In stage ➀, especially, the author could 

observe the moment of nut loosening (: initial nut-loosening is 10 degrees) at the same time.  

iv. As a result of the experiment of 3-D vibration testing, the author illustrates an example of stress 

distribution of bolt-nut tightening by 3-D analysis based on stage  0→➀→➁→➂ by Step up 

vibration test. As a concrete instance, Figure 27(d) shows the stress distribution of ①Nut bearing 

surface and cross-section of cross-section of the ②Nut/③Bolt-nut tightening. In Stage 0, the stress 

distribution of ❶Nut bearing surface is uniform distribution, and internal stress distribution of 

❷Nut and ❸Bolt-nut-base material (cress-section) is uniform distribution. In Stage ➀, ➁ and ➂, 
the stress distribution of ❶Nut bearing surface, internal stress distribution of ❷Nut and ❸Bolt-

nut-base material are un-uniformity distribution with the inclination. Especially, the author has 

confirmed that internal stress distribution of base material had large distortion. 

 

(2) Rational bolt-nut loosening improvement technology (Step 5-2)  

Then, the author discerns the “loosening mechanism of a bolt-nut tightening" obtained in  the 

various experiments and CAE analyses which were mentioned above, and tries design improvement of the 

nut form which is the main factor of looseness. In the 2
nd

 stage, the author creates the high cost 

performance nut which gave priority to mass-productivity by utilizing rational bolt-nut loosening 

improvement technology, and verifies the validity of developing AOPDM from a viewpoint of looseness 

prevention. 

Figure 28(a) illustrates a validity of "New design nut" preventing bolt-nut looseness by actual test 

and CAE analysis.  In Figure 28(a), first, the author showed the comparison of “Form and stress 

distribution of nut bearing surface” of bolt-nut tightening between “Normal nut and New design nut” 

based on 3-D model. In the design of New design nut, by "Boring" (Depth: 3.5-4.0mm / Inner 

diameter:φ14.0), the author deleted three pitches of the screw thread of bearing surface portion of Normal 

nut used by a mass-production vehicle, and lengthened three pitches for the full length of the Normal nut 

for securing of screw strength as shown in Figure 28(a)-left.  

In Figure 28(a)-right, furthermore, the author showed the Normal nut and New design nut which 

were actually manufactured, and the examples of both stress distribution of bearing surface and cross 

section by 3D analysis. Compared with the normal nut, the author checked that the bearing surface stress 

of New design nut was small by the effect of boring. 

In Figure 28(b), 2nd, the author showed the comparison of “Time to the looseness occurrence” 

between “Normal nut and New design nut” based on the "Step up vibration test."  Especially, the author 

could check the sharp decline phenomenon of bolt-nut axial force stress through the “Transition of final 

loosening of bolt-nut tightening” as follows; 

 
i. In normal nut, elapsed time from initial loosening to final loosening is 5 minutes. 

ii. In New design nut, elapsed time from initial loosening to final loosening is 35 minutes. 

 

From this study, the author could observe that the New design nut preventing bolt-nut looseness is 7 

times compared with Normal nut.  

In Figure 28(c), 3rd, the author showed the comparison of “Failure mode of bolt-nut loosening” 

between the  Normal  nu t  and  new design  nut  by using “Weibul l  type  –  Cumulat ive 

hazard paper” based on the Step up vibration test. In this failure mode analysis, the author could 

calculate “m” (shape parameter), “η” (scale parameter), “γ” (location parameter) and “MTTF” (Mean 
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Time to Failure) by “Step up vibration test” of N=20 cases to each of “Normal nut and New design nut.” 

From the comparison of MTTF, the author could check that the New design nut preventing bolt-nut 

looseness is 7 time compared with Normal nut.  

Although a detailed explanation is omitted, furthermore, the author checked that the well-known the 

Looseness prevent nut named “Hard-lock nut, U-nut and Self-locking nut” which are marketed (E.g., [39, 

40] , and "New Design Nut" were equivalent performances as the preventing bolt-nut looseness. From the 

author's trial calculation, the manufacture cost of "New design nut" in the mass production is 25 

yen/1peice, and is 1.2 times of Normal nut (21yen/1piece),  however, is 1/6 of Hard-lock nut 

(150yen/1piece) [33]. From the viewpoint of bottleneck solution of the market claim "looseness of bolt-

nut tightening," the author concludes that "New design nut" has an excellent cost performance in the 

diffusion expansion to the mass production vehicle (At present, it is progressing). 

 

4.2.6. Application to similar problems by using AOPDM  
The author was able to apply the AOPDM to critical development design technologies for 

automotive production, including predicting and controlling the special characteristics of Urethane Foam 

Molding of seat pads, anti-vibration design of door mirrors, aerodynamics of body lifting power, and 

transaxle oil seal leakage [1, 7, 9, 41]. In each of these cases as well, discrepancy was 3–5% versus 

prototype testing. Based on the achieved results, the model is now being used as an intelligent support 

model for optimizing product design processes. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this study, the author has established the AOPDM (Automobile Optimal Product Design Model) 

as part of principle - based research aimed at the innovation of development design processes in the 

automotive industry. As application of AOPDM, therefore, the author has created a Highly-Accurate CAE 

Analysis Approach Model by experiments and CAE utilizing AOPDM as part of principle-based research 

aimed at the evolution of product design processes. This model’s effectiveness for predictive evaluation 

method in design work has been demonstrated with various actual tests and precision CAE analysis to 

application to study on automotive bolt-nut loosening mechanism with no discrepancy between the 

experiment and CAE. Furthermore, the author has created the excellent “New design nut” prevention bolt-

nut looseness in high cost performance from the viewpoint of bottleneck solution of the vehicle market 

claim “looseness of bolt-nut tightening.” 
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Figure 1. Transitions in the automotive product design processes in Japan 
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Figure 2. Problems when applying CAE to automobile product design reform: From the experiment evaluation to 

the CAE prediction evaluation 

 
                     

 

Figure 3. An Automobile Optimal Product Design Model 

 
                      

 

Figure 4. Scematic Drawing of Stratified Intelligence CAE Management Model
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Figure 5. Integrated Intelligence CAE System Approach Model 

 
                 

 

Figure 6. Highly Precise CAE Technology Element Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Highly Reliable CAE Analysis Approach Model 
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Figure 8. Highly-Accurate CAE Analysis Approach Model 

 
                

 

Figure 9. Measuring the friction coefficient to tighten bolt-nut 

 
    

 
Figure 10. The relationship between angle and torque 

 
 

 

Table 1. The bolt and nut measurements 
 Bolt Nut 

Major diameter of external thread (mm) 12 12 

Pitch diameter (mm) 11.19 11.19 

Minor diameter of external thread (mm) 10.65 10.65 

Pitch of threads (mm) 1.25 1.25 

Width across flat (mm) 16.91 16.91 

Flange diameter (mm) 26 26 

Lead angle (deg) 2.03 2.03 

Thread angle (deg) 30 30 

    *1 Source: ISO15071:1999, ISO15072:1999, ISO4161:1999 and ISO10663:1999 

    *2 Note: the author measured or calculated 
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Table 2. The friction coefficients 

The friction coefficient of the threaded portion The friction coefficient of the nut bearing surface 

angle (deg) torque (Nm)  friction coefficient angle (deg) torque (Nm)  friction coefficient 

40 18.63 0.02 40 215.26 0.35 

40 23.05 0.03 40 221.63 0.37 

40 35.30 0.06 40 198.09 0.33 

40 28.44 0.04 40 208.39 0.34 

40 32.85 0.05 40 226.53 0.37 

     

 
Figure 11. – Looseness of nut-tightening (Test-A) (with the initial applied bolt-nut load of 20kN  of external low-

stress in a normal direction) 

 
                                   

 
Figure 12. Looseness of nut-tightening (Test-B) (the bolt-nut load control of 50KN of external high-stress in a 

normal direction by the load increase method) 
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Figure 13. Comparison of flange surface stress distribution as the bolt and the nut (Test-C) (with the initial applied 

bolt-nut load of 20kN of external low-stress in a normal direction) 

 
 

 
Figure 14. – Relation between “Pitch” and “Nut bearing surface stress” (Test-D) (with the relation between 

“Repetition number of times (cycles)” and “Initial axial forth” of bolt-nut load 35kN of external stress) 

 
                                  

 
Figure 15. Relation between “Pitch” and “Axial force reduction rate” (Test-E) (with the initial axial forth of bolt-nut 

load 35kN of external stress) 
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Figure 16. Bolt-Nut Tightening Simulator using Highly Precise CAE Technology Element Model 

 
             

 

Figure 17. The axis symmetry 2-D model 

 
                   

 
Figure 18. 3-D finite element models simulating the helical structure of the threaded portion 
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Figure 19. Stress distribution of the nut surface and nut bearing surface in contact with lower substrate 

(with the initial axial forth of bolt-nut load 25kN and 35kN of external stress) 

 
 

 
Figure 20. Comparison result between experiment and CAE simulation 

 
                  

 
Figure 21. The results of axis symmetry 2-D model 

 
   

 
Figure 22. An example of transition of stress distribution at the nut bearing surfaces 
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Figure 23 – 3-D analysis of pitch differences between two kinds (Ex. Stress distribution of nut bearing surface with 

initial axial forth of bolt-nut load 35kN of external   stress by the sampling number (5Hz) at ±1.8kN of oscillation 

load employing nonlinear structural analysis (elastic analysis)) adapting nonlinear structural analysis (elastic 

analysis) 

 
 

 
Figure 24. Comparing the results of actual force reduction between actual testing and CAE analysis 

 
    

 
Figure 25. Visualization of the internal stress of bolt-nut tightening by actual test and CAE 
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Figure 26. Comparing results of numbers vibration cycles of axial force reduction between prototype testing and 3-

D analysis (Pitch: 1.25 mm) 

 
   

 
Figure 27. An example analysis of actual 3-D vibration testing using actual vehicle test and CAE 

based on “Oscillatory movement of rear suspension arm with shock absorber of Toyota Prius” 
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Figure 28. A validity of "New design nut" preventing bolt-nut looseness 
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